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Abstract

The Sympson and Hetter (1985; 1997) method is a method of probabilistic item-

exposure control in computerized adaptive testing. Setting its control parameters to

admissible values requires an iterative process of computer simulations that has been

found to be time consuming, particularly if the parameters have to be set conditional

on a realistic set of values for the examinees' ability parameter. Formal properties of

the method are identified that help us explain why this iterative process can be slow and

does not guarantee admissibility. In addition, some alternatives to the SH method are

introduced. The behavior of these alternatives was estimated for an adaptive test from an

item pool from the Law School Admission Test (LSAT). limo of the alternatives showed

attractive behavior and converged smoothly to admissibility for all items in a relatively

small number of iteration steps.

Key words: computerized adaptive testing; item-exposure control; iterative

adjustment of control parameters; Sympson-Hetter method.
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Some Alternatives to Sympson-Hetter Item-Exposure Control

in Computerized Adaptive Thsting

The Sympson-Hetter (SH) (1985; see also Hetter & Sympson, 1997) method is the

most popular method of item-exposure control in computerized adaptive testing (CAT).

The method is based on a probabilistic experiment that is used to determine if an item that

is selected should be administered. The conditional probabilities of item administration

given selection of the item are the control parameters used to restrict the item-exposure

rates. The values of these parameters have to be set through an iterative adjustment

process in which at each step the effects of the previous adjustments are estimated using

computer simulations of adaptive test administrations.

In practical settings, the use of the SH method has been found to be time consuming.

'Typically, the method is applied to control the exposure rates of the items in the pool

conditional on 10-12 possible values for the examinees' ability parameters, 0. The number

of iterated CAT simulations required to find admissable values for the control parameters

for one 9 value is generally of the same order. It is therefore not unusual to have to run

some 100-150 computer simulations before the SH method can be used operationally in a

CAT program. If the item pool is changed, for example, because some of its items appear

to be flawed or have been the victim of a security breach, the process has to start all over

again (Chang & Harris, 2002).

When using the SH method, it is regularly found that at several iteration steps

some of the exposure rates of overexposed items increase rather than decrease. Also,

sometimes exposure rates that have been brought below a target value jump back to larger

values at later steps. Further, no matter the number of iterations steps, occasionally it

appears impossible to get all exposure rates below a target value that nevertheless seems

reasonable. Because of this behavior of the SH method, it is necessary to eyeball the item-

exposure rates in the iterative process and use our personal judgment to decide when to

stop.

It is the purpose of this paper to present some alternative methods of item-exposure

control that are all based on the same idea of adjustment of control parameters through an
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iterative process of computer simulations. These methods were derived using an analysis

of the formal properties of the adjustment rule in the SH method. Two of the methods

showed particularly attractive behavior and converged directly to admissibility for all

items in a relatively small number of steps.

Computerized Adaptive Testing

Let i = 1, ..., I denote the items in the pool and k = 1, n the items in a specific

adaptive test. In the empirical examples later in this paper, the items in the pool fitted

the 3-parameter logistic (3PL) model. According to this model, the probability of an

examinee with ability level 9 E ( oo, oo) on item i is equal to:

exp [ai (0 bi)]
pi(0) Pr(Ui = 1 161) + (1 ct)

1 + exp [ai (9 bi)]
(1)

where bi E ( oo, oo), ai E [o, oo) and ci E [0,1] are parameters that represent the

difficulty, discriminating power, and the guessing probability on item i, respectively

(Birnbaum, 1968).

Prior to the selection of item k the estimator of the examinee's value for the ability

parameter is updated using his/her responses on the previous k 1 items. The updated

estimate is denoted as Bk_1. In the empirical examples below, k_1 was the mean of the

posterior distribution of 0 (EAP estimator).

The usual criterion to select items in CAT is the maximum-information criterion. Let

4(0) denote Fisher's information measure at 0, ik the item in the pool that is administered

as the kth item in the test, and Rk the subset of items from the pool that is available to

chose item ik. The maximum-information criterion is given by

ik = arg { ( k-i) : j E Rk} (2)

where j is a dummy variable indicating the items in Rk. For more details on the EAP

estimator and maximum-information criterion as well as on alternative estimators and

6
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criteria for use in CAT, see van der Linden and Pashley (2000) and Wainer (2000, chap.

4-5).

Because the criterion in (2) involves maximization over a set of discrete items and

the item information functions are real valued and smooth, item selection in CAT typically

favors the same item over small intervals of 0 values. In addition, the number of intervals

is usually much smaller than the size of the pool, and CAT algorithms therefore have a

tendency of overexposing a small number of items in the pool and ignoring the remaining

items, often leading to a distributions of exposure rates that can be described by Zipf 's

law (Wainer, 2000). The SH method has been introduced to adjust the exposure rates of

items with a tendency to overexposure.

One of the consequences of imposing control on items with tendencies to

overexposure is a possible reduction of the information on the examinees' ability levels

in the test. The presence of control means that'the algorithm cannot always pick the item

with the maximum value for the selection criterion in (MI). In such cases, the amount of

information lost need not be large if enough high-quality items are available in the pool

and the algorithm can settle for items only slightly less informative than the item with

maximum information. However, further exploration of this topic, which should not only

take into account the composition of the item pool but also on the presence of the other

constraints on the item selection, e.g., on test content, is beyond the scope of this paper.

Sympson-Hetter Method

Let Si denote the event of selecting item i, and Ai the event of administering item i.

For i = 1, /, it holds that

Therefore,

(3)

(4)
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P(Ai) = P(Ai, Si) = P(Ai Si)P(Si) (5)

The goal of the SH method is to get the item-exposure rates, P(Ai), below an upper

bound rmax, that is, to get

P(Ai) < rm for i = 1, / (6)

It is possible to introduce different upper bounds for different items in (6), but this option

will not be explored here. Several formal properties of item exposure rates in CAT as well

as of the way they are controlled in the SH method are summarized in the Appendix.

The value of rmax should be set at a realistic level. The lower bound in (A2) in the

Appendix requires that rmax should never be set smaller than nI-1. In real-life CAT, item

pools are typically 7-10 times the length of the adaptive test. The corresponding range of

nI-1 is .10-.14. This range fits well with the target values for high-stakes tests which are

typically set in the range of .20-.30 for the period of time the item pool is operational.

The probability of item selection, P(Si), depends on a variety of factors including

(1) the IRT model; (2) the CAT algorithm; (3) the choice of the initial item; (4) the

ability estimator; (5) the composition of the item pool; and (6) the ability distribution

in the population of examinees. Once a test is operational, these factors are fixed both

by the design of the CAT and the ability distribution of the examinees in the population.

However, during test administration it is possible to manipulate the control parameters

P(Ai I Si) such that the goal in (6) is attained. We will refer to a set of values for the

control parameters that attain the goal in (6) as admissible values.

Note that we can always realize admissibility by choosing low values for P(Ai

Si) for all items. However, implicit in (5) is the idea that P(Ai) should be below rmax but

that for items with a tendency of overexposure P(Ai) should not be brought too far below

this bound. These items generally have good measurement properties, and it would be a
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pity to loose them entirely. This requirement is hard to formalize but will be assumed to

hold in the remainder of this paper.

It may even seem ideal to have exposure rates slightly below the target not only for

the items with a tendency to overexposure but for all items in the pool. In this case, we

would still protect the item pool from compromise but at the same time have maximum

return on the investments in item writing and calibration. However, the upper bound

in (A3) shows that this goal is unrealistic. As discussed earlier, this bound typically is

a low number in the range of .10-.14. Because a small subset of items tends to have

exposure rates close to a target value in the range of .20-.30, it even follows from (Al)

that a substantial numbers of items in CAT pools must have negligible exposure rates and

the actual minimum exposure rate can be expected to be equal to zero.

Adjustment of Control Parameters in the SH Method

The control parameters in the SH method can not be solved analytically for a set

of admissible values. Sympson and Hefter introduced an iterative rule for adjusting the

values of the control parameters through a series of CAT simulations that have to be

continued until admissibility is obtained. The simulations are necessary to estimate the

changes in the probabilities P(Si) and P(A2) after each adjustment. The iterative rule

can be defined as follows. Let t denote the iteration steps, P(t)(Ai I Si) the value of

the control parameter for item i at Step t, and 13(t) (Si) and P(t)(Ai) the probabilities of

selecting and administering item i at Step t. If the simulation at Step t is completed,

P(t) (Si) and PO (Ai) are estimated, and for items for which the estimates of P(t) (Ai) do

not meet (6), the values of the control parameters are adjusted. The SH adjustment rule

is as follows:

1 if P(t)(Si) < rmax
P(t+1)(Ai I Si) := rm ic/P(t)(Si) if P(t)(Si) > rm., (7)

i = 1, I.

This rule is based on the following argument: If at Step t item i was selected by the

CAT algorithm with a probability smaller than rmax, the inequality in (4) implies that the

9
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item also had an exposure rate smaller than rmax and does not need any control. Hence,

P(t+1) (Ai I Si) can be set equal to 1. However, if item i was selected with a probability

larger than T.., its control parameter should have been set such that P(A2) = rmax.

From (5) it follows that this requirement would have been realized if P(t)(Ai I Si)

had been equal to r.IP(t)(Si). Hence, P(t+1)(Ai I Si) is set at this value. A more

concise representation of this argument is given in (A6), where it is also indicated that

the argument rests on the (invalid) assumption that the equality in (5) holds between

probabilities in different iteration steps.

Behavior of Exposure Rates during Adjustment

As already noted, the adjustment process for the control parameters in the SH method

is generally time consuming, can show unexpected behavior of exposure rates for some

items at some steps, and may have difficulty converging to admissibility at all. The

constraint on the probabilities of item selection in the pool in (A5) explains much of this

behavior of the SH method. A major implication from (A5) is that if, at Step t, the only

adjustments of the exposure control parameters are negative, we always have positive

effects on the probabilities of item selection for some of the items at Step t + 1. On the

other hand, if the adjustments at Step t are positive, we always have negative effects on

some of these probabilities at Step t + 1. More formally, it thus holds that if

p(t+1)(Ai I S) p(t)(Ai I
Si)

are the only adjustments for some nonempty set i E U, then

p(t+1)(so p(t) (so (8)

for some nonempty set of items i E V, where the implication remains true if the

inequalities are reversed.

One consequence of (8) is that the effect of a negative adjustment of the control

parameter for an item at Step t may be an increase of the probability of selection, and

0
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hence of the exposure rate, for the same item at Step t + 1. The SH method then moves

the exposure rate in the wrong direction and does not convergence for this item. Also, (8)

implies that the effect of a negative adjustment of the control parameter for one item can

be an increase of the probability of selection and hence a return of the exposure rate of

another item to a value larger than rmax. In principle, it is thus possible to have two items

with exposure rates jumping back and forth between values in the intervals [0, rmax] and

(rm, 1]. Again, the SH method then has difficulty converging to admissibility. Finally,

(8) shows that if the control parameters of several items are adjusted at the same time and

some of the adjustments are negative and others positive, the effects on the probabilities

of selection, and thus on the exposure rates, at the next step neutralize each other. One

possible result is that the SH method may move in the right direction but progresses only

slowly.

Alternatives to the SH Method

We now view the SH method purely as an algorithm for producing admissible values

for the exposure control parameters, and would like this algorithm to have the following

properties: (1) adjustments of the control parameters should be only for items with

exposure rates above the target; (2) the adjustments should be effective, that is, in one

step; and (3) once the control parameters have been adjusted the exposure rates should

not be allowed to jump back to values larger than the target at later steps.

We will try to get as closely as possible to these properties by defining alternative

algorithms that have combinations of levels of the following factors: (1) positive

adjustments or no adjustments if the items have exposure rates below the target; (2) using

PO (Si) or PM (Ai) in the definition of the subsets of items that need adjustment; (3) using

P(Si)(t), P(Ai)(t) and/or the previous value for the control parameter, P(Ai I Si)(0, in

the definition of the size of the adjustment; and (4) the presence or absence of an extra

parameter with a value set by the testing agency to boost the adjustments. Not all possible

combinations are addressed because some of them lead to conflicting results, for example,

adjustments not consistent with the range of possible values for the parameters.
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The first alternative to (7) is:

P(t)(Ai I Si) if P(t)(Ai) rmax,p(t+1)(Ai I Si) := if p(t)(Ai) > rmax. (9)

In this adjustment rule, only negative adjustments are possible; -if these adjustment

lead to an exposure rate below rmax, the control parameters are never adjusted back to 1.

As a consequence, it is impossible to undo an earlier negative adjustment for an item by a

positive adjustment at a later step. Hence, iterative processes in which alternate negative

and positive adjustments lead to exposure rates that jump up and down may be avoided.

In addition, the adjustments are based on the exposure rates of the items, P(t)(Ai),

instead of their probabilities of selection, Pit) (Si), in two different ways: First, the size

of the negative adjustment is based on Pt) (Ai). However, from (4),

rmax rmax

P(Si) P(Ai)
(10)

The adjustment for items with overexposure based on P(Si) in (9) is thus less rigorous

than the same adjustment in the SH method based on P(Ai). Second, from the inequality

in (4) it follows that the condition under which the negative adjustment is applied is more

restrictive if it is based on P(Ai) than on P(Si). For the SH method it is thus possible

that items with Pt) (Ai) already below rmax are nevertheless adjusted. Our evaluation of

the adjustment rule in (9) relative to the SH method should thus be mixed: On one hand,

this rule may need more iteration steps because its adjustments are in smaller steps, but

fewer steps may suffice because it is focused better on items that need adjustment.

It seems interesting to compare the adjustment rule in (9) with the following rule:

P(t)(Ai I Si) if P(t)(S2) 5_ rmax ,p(t+1) (Ai I
Si) if Pi (Si) > rmax.

12
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This rule may need fewer steps because its adjustments are more rigorous but is less well

focused on items that need adjustment. Observe that this rule is the original SH rule

modified to have only negative adjustments.

The SH rule and the two previous alternatives are based entirely either on P(Si) or

P(Ai). Nevertheless, as shown in the following alternative rule, it is possible to combine

more rigorous negative adjustments with application of these adjustments only to items

that have exposure rates P(t)(Ai) > rmax:

p(t)(Ai I Si) if P(t)(Ai) < rmaxp(t+1)(Ai
I Si) := rmax/P(1)(Si) if PO) (Ai) > rmax,

(12)

where 0 < -y < rmax/P(t) (Ai) is a parameter the experimenter can use to boosts the size

of the adjustment.

A subtle variation on (12) is possible that allows us to study the effects of the presence

of positive adjustments in the SH rule. Suppose we have a minimum exposure rate, rinin,

below which we do not want the exposure rates of items with a tendency of overexposure

to settle. For an appropriate choice of constants S and E the following adjustment rule

may realize this goal:

min{ P(t)(Ai I Si) + e, 1} if P(t)(Ai) < rmin,
p(t+1)(A2 I so := P(t)(Ai I so if rmin < P(t)(Ai) <

...rmax/P(t) (Si) S if P(t)(Ai) > rmax,
rmax, (13)

with 0 < e < S < rmaxIP(t)(Si). The difference is the additional adjustment for items

with P(t) (Ai) < rimn. For exposure rates below this bound, if the control parameter at the

previous step was below 1-e, the control parameter is adjusted positively by a quantity

e. If at the previous step the control parameter was larger, it is set at 1. The choice of

e is critical in that this parameter has to discriminate between items with a tendency to

be hardly exposed, that is, items with P(t) (Ai I Si) close to 1, and items that had earlier

adjustments of their control parameters because of a tendency to overexposure.

Finally, an entirely different type of adjustment rule is suggested. The rule is based

on the earlier observation that in CAT typically a small subset of the items, are popular

13
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because they have maximum information over an interval of B values whereas the others

are seldom chosen. As a consequence, the items for which the exposure rates have to be

adjusted have a probability of selection, P(Si), close to or equal to 1. However, from (5)

it follows that

implies

P(Si) 1 (14)

P(Ai) P(Ai I Si). (15)

An possible adjustment rule therefore seems

1,(t+1)(Ai I Si) := f P(t)(Ai Si) if Pt) (Ai) r,
(16)1 P(t)(Ai I Si) P(t)(Ai) + rmax co if P(t)(Ai) >

where 0<co < rmax.

This rule is motivated by the fact that if at Step t

P(t)(Ai) P(t)(Ai I Si)

and P(t)(Ai) > rmax, it follows from (16) that

p(t d-i)(Ai) p(t+1)(Ai Si)

(17)

(18)

Parameter yo has been added to the rule in (16) to get the limit in (18) below

rmax; choosing a lower value for co will make the adjustment more rigorous. To deal

with items for which the approximation in (14) implies a nonnegligible overestimation

of their probability of selection, it seems sensible to impose the condition 1343 (Ai

Si) P(t)(Ai) + rmax cp > µ on the adjustment for P(t) (Ai) > rmax in (16), where ,u is

a lower bound set by the testing agent. If the condition does not hold, p(t+i)(Ai Si) is

14
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P(t+1) (Ai I := A. (19)

Parameter p serves thus as a lower bound to the projected exposures rates of items with

an actual probability of selection that deviates too much from the limit in (14).

Simulation Studies

The goal of these simulation studies was to examine the behavior of the alternative

adjustment rules in (9) and (11)-(16) relative to the original SH method. The item pool

was one drawn from the Law School Admission Test (LSAT) with 397 items fitting the

IRT model in (1). The adaptive test was a 30-item test from this pool. The responses on the

items were simulated for examinees with B randomly sampled from N(0, 1). To reduce the

number of computer simulations, exposure control was only for the entire population of

examinees and not conditional on 0 . The intention was to get an impression of the speed

of convergence and the efficacy of the methods, and there is no reason to expect that

conditional control (Stocking & Lewis, 1998, 2000) would lead to a different impression.

The ability of the examinee was estimated using the EAP estimator with a uniform

prior on [-5,5]. The initial value of the ability estimator was Bo = 0. The first 5 items were

randomly selected from the 25 items with the value for the item difficulty parameters bi

closest to Bo. These items thus had a guaranteed exposure rate equal to .20. During the

simulations the exposure control parameters for these items were not adjusted. For each

method, the adjustment process was stopped after 25 iterations. However, because for all

conditions the pattern of results did not show any meaningful change after 15 iterations,

only graphs with the results for the first 15 iterations are presented. The number of

examinees sampled in the CAT simulation at each step was equal to 4,000. This number

was chosen to be extremely large to minimize the effects of sampling error in the estimates

of P (Ai) and P(Si) on the behavior of the adjustment rules. For all exposure control

methods, the target for the exposure rates was rmax = .2.
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First Study

In the first study, the behavior of the SH method and the alternative adjustment rules

in (9) and (11)-(16) was compared. For the rules in (12), (13), and (16) we used y = .15,

S = .15, rmin=.10, e = .10, co = .10, and it = .10. The value for rmin was larger than the

bound in (A3), but the rule in (13) imposes this value only on the exposure rates of the

(small) subset of items in the pool that have a tendency to overexposure.

[Figure 1 about here]

Figures 1 shows the number of items that violated the target value, rma, the

maximum exposure rate, and the average exposure rate for the items that violated the

target as a function of the iteration steps. For each of these criteria, the adjustment rules

in (12) and (16) were superior, with the number of violations for the former converging

somewhat faster than for the former but at the price of having slightly larger maximum

exposure rates. Both the SH rule and the rule in (11) produced inferior results for the

number of violations, but these rules had maximum exposure rates and average rates

for the violators that tended to be close to those for the rules in (12) and (16). For

the adjustment rules in (9) and (13) the behavior was opposite; they tended to produce

numbers of violations that were second best but had the worst maximum exposure rates

and average rates for the violators. Also, the behavior of these two rules was least

smooth for all three criteria. In fact, both rules showed a strong saw-tooth pattern in

their maximum exposure rates and average exposure rates for the violators across the

iteration steps. For the rule in (9), this pattern is believed to be the result from its positive

adjustments for items with PO (AO < rmin.

Second Study

The fact that the adjustment rules in (12) and (16) produced superior results suggested

a second study in which the size of their parameters -y and yo was systematically varied.

The values chosen for both y and yo were .05, .10, .15, .20, and .,25.

16
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[Figure 2 about here]

The results for the rule in (12) are given in Figure 2. For each of the three criteria,

the results were identically ordered in the value of 7 at nearly every iteration step. That

is, the higher the value of 'y, the better the results. For -y=.25, the adjustment rule

produced admissible exposure rates for all items at the eight iteration step, but was already

negligibly close to this result at the fifth step. This result is remarkable when compared

with those for the SH method, which never produced fewer than 50 violators and had a

lowest maximum exposure rate of .246 and average violation of .216 across all 25 iteration

steps.

[Figures 3 about here]

Figure 3 shows the results for the rule in (16) as a function of v. Generally, the

results in Figure 2 and 3 are close to each other, particularly for the number of violations

and average violation. The most important differences between these two rules are for

the number of violations: The rate of convergence for this criteria appeared to be much

more sensitive to the adjustment parameters 7 for the rule in (12) than to the parameter

co for the rule in (16). For larger values of -y in (12), the number of violations became

negligibly low for a smaller number of iteration steps than for the larger values of v in

(16). However, for smaller values of 'y, the result was reversed. In fact, for -y = .05 the

number of violations for (12) remained much too high across all iteration steps.

Discussion

The analysis of the SH method in this paper showed why the method may behave

erratically in some applications and has difficulty reaching admissibility. The results from

the simulation studies presented in this paper illustrate the consequences of this behavior.

The simulations studies also showed that the adjustment rules in (12) and (16) are

practical alternatives to the SH method. For adjustment parameter -y=.25, the rule in (12)

seems to be capable to produce admissible exposure rates for all items in the pool in 5-8

iteration steps. The rule in (16) was somewhat slower, but its results seem to be much less

17
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sensitive to the choice of value for adjustment parameter co. Both features are attractive.

In a practical application, the choice between these two methods should thus depend on

such factors as the amount of time available and the possibility to use previous experience

with comparable item pools to set parameter values.

The combination of features of the two rules that may have made them superior is: (1)

negative adjustments of the control parameters only for items with an exposure rate larger

than the target value rrna.; (2) more rigorous negative adjustments due to the introduction

of an extra adjustment parameter; and (3) no adjustments for items with exposure rates

already below the target value rmax. The SH method misses these three features. Of

course, additional studies are needed to generalize the results to other item pools and CAT

algorithms. In particular, it deserves further study to find out if the presence of content

constraint on item selection in CAT would force us to revise the conclusion.

Though the adjustment rules in (12) and (16) seem to have the potential of a

substantial reduction of the costs involved in the preparations of a new item pool for

a CAT program, it is still desirable to look for less costly methods of item-exposure.

One alternative approach is a-stratified adaptive testing (Chang & Ying, 1999), in which

during the test item-selection is sequentially constrained to strata in the item pool with

increasing values for the item discrimination parameter in (1), at. For a technique to

implement these constraints on the item selection along with large numbers of other

constraints, for example, on the content on the test, see van der Linden and Chang (in

press). Another approach could be based on the suggestion in Wainer (2000, pp. 293-

294) to define an index of test quality and retire items from the pool immediately after

they have been administered once. If the index falls below a minimally acceptable level,

the items are returned to the pool for one possible additional administration. Finally, an

alternative approach is developed in van der Linden and Ntldlcamp (2002) who impose

probabilistic item eligibility constraints on the selection of items for the CAT that are

implemented through a shadow test approach (van der Linden, 2000). Like the Sympson-

Hetter method, the decisions to impose these constraints on the items are made using a

probability experiment. However, unlike this method, the probabilities in this experiment
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do not need adjustment of any control parameters but are set adaptively during operational

use of the item pool.

19
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Appendix: Some Properties of Item Exposure Rates and SH Exposure Control

This appendix summarizes some of the properties of item-exposure rates and the way

they are controlled in the SH method. Some of these properties are immediately obvious,

but have not yet been noticed in the literature. The properties are summarized in the

following set of statements

Property 1. For any CAT algorithm, item pool, and ability distribution, it holds that

EP(Ai) = n,
i=i

(Al)

where n is the (fixed) number of items in the CAT.

This property follows from the fact that each examinee encounters n items. Because

n is fixed, the average encounter rate is n/-1. The equality in (Al) follows because the

average exposure rate of the items is equal to the average encounter rate. If n is random,

the right-hand side of (Al) should be replaced by its expectation. A random test length

occurs if the CAT stops as soon as a fixed level of accuracy for the ability estimator

is realized. Most CAT programs have a fixed test length though, and the current paper

addresses this case.

Property 2. To obtain admissibility it is necessary that

rmax > n/-1. (A2)

From (Al) it follows that the only possible common value of P(Ai) for all items is

n/-1. This value is a lower bound on rmax because it can only be realized if the exposure

control parameters can be manipulated to have the algorithm sample items from the pool

with equal marginal probabilities of selection.

Property 3. To impose a minimum exposure rate, rmin, on all items in the pool, it is

necessary that

rmin < n/-1. (A3)

20
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The fact that the only possible common value of P(Ai) for all items implies

also the upper bound on rmin in (A3).

Property 4. The sum of the exposure rates remains constant across SH adjustments,

that is

E p(t+1) (Ai) E p(t) (Ai), for t = 1,.2,
i=i i=i

(A4)

This property is true because the equality in (Al) holds within each iteration step.

The following two properties allow us to assess the possible effects of the SH

adjustments in an earlier iteration step on the item exposure rates in a later step.

Property 5 The effects of the changes in the exposure control parameters at Step t

on the probabilities of selection of the items at Step t +1 satisfy the following constraint:

E p(t+i)(A, I sopt+i)(si) E p(t)o, I SOP(t)(Si). (A5)
i=i i=i

The constraint follows from (A4) and (5). All factors in this constraint are known

fixed constants except the probabilities P(t+1)(Si). The simulation at Step t + 1 is

conducted to estimate these probabilities.

The final property suggests a hidden assumption on which the SH method seems to

rely:

Property 6. The adjustments in the SH method follow from the assumption that

p(t+1)(Ai) p(t+1) (Ai sop(t)/ rvi) for i = 1, ..., I and t = 1,.2, ... (A6)

This result is immediately clear if we substitute the adjustments in (7) for the cases

of P(t)(Si) > I-max and P(t)(Si) < rina into (A6). These substitutions yield the desired

results P(t+1) (Ai) = rm., and P(t+1)(Ai) < rn,a, respectively. The assumption in (A6)

would hold if the equality in (5) were valid between probabilities in consecutive steps.

However, (5) only holds within steps. If it held between steps, it would follow from (A6)

that the SH method always reached admissibility in one step.

21
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Figure Captions

Figure I. Number of violators of target exposure rate (panel a), maximum exposure

rate (panel b) and average exposure rate (panel c) as a function of the iteration steps for

all six exposure control methods .

Figure 2. Number of violators of target exposure rate (panel a), maximum exposure

rate (panel b) and average exposure rate (panel c) as a function of the iteration steps

for adjustment parameter -y=.05, .10, .15, .20 and .25 in the exposure control method in

Equation 12.

Figure 3. Number of violators of target exposure rate (panel a), maximum exposure

rate (panel b) and average exposure rate (panel c) as a function of the iteration steps

for adjustment parameter cp=.05, .10, .15, .20 and .25 in the exposure control method in

Equation 16.
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